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YouTube is full of videos, millions of them. Entertaining videos. Informative videos. Instructional videos. You name it, somebody has probably uploaded a video about it.

But how do you find the videos you want to watch? And how do you share the videos you find? And what about uploading your own videos—and managing the videos you upload? Just how do you figure out this whole YouTube thing, without spending hours and hours of your precious time?

Well, that’s where this book comes in. Sams Teach Yourself YouTube in 10 Minutes is a quick and easy way to learn how to view and upload YouTube videos. Every lesson in this book is short and to the point, so you can learn everything you need to learn at your own pace, in your own time. Just follow the straightforward Sams Teach Yourself in 10 Minutes game plan: short, goal-oriented lessons that can make you productive with each topic in 10 minutes or less.
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Learn JavaScript In a Weekend, Second EditionCourse Technology PTR, 2003
Learn JavaScript In a Weekend, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to integrating JavaScript into Web pages. With step-by-step instructions, readers will learn how to effectively use JavaScript, the most popular scripting language used for Web development today. Setting itself apart from competitors, this is the only beginner-level...
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Encyclopedia of World Cultures: Middle America and the CaribbeanMacmillan Technical, 1995
Over 153 million people live in the Middle American and Caribbean culture areas, which are divided primarily between the Middle American mainland cultures and the Caribbean cultures of the West Indian islands and Bermuda.

Middle America is the region south of the United States and north of South America. It includes Mexico and Central...
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Handbook of Human Immunology, Second EditionCRC Press, 2008
Since the publication of the fi rst edition of the Handbook of Human Immunology in 1997, major scientifi c achievements have contributed directly to an increased understanding of the complexities of the human immune system in health and disease. Whether directly as a result of the sequencing of the entire human genome or as a result of the...
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Trading to Win: The Psychology of Mastering the Markets (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 1998
A breakthrough programfor achieving new heights of trading success
The product of a five-year collaboration between Dr. Ari Kiev, a leading psychiatrist renowned for his success with Olympic athletes, and top equities trader Steve Cohen, Trading to Win gives you the essential tools to overcome outmoded, self-limiting beliefs and mindsets that...
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Queueing Theory with Applications to Packet TelecommunicationSpringer, 2004
Soon after Samuel Morse’s telegraphing device led to a deployed electrical
telecommunications system in 1843, waiting lines began to form by those
wanting to use the system. At this writing queueing is still a significant factor in
designing and operating communications services, whether they are provided
over the Internet...
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Video Game Design Revealed (Revealed (Charles River Media))Charles River, 2007
Whether you are a professional game developer working in an  established studio or a creative thinker interested in trying your hand at game  design, "Video Game Design Revealed" will show you the steps and processes  involved in bringing a video game from concept to completion. Beginning with an  overview of the...
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